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Meeting

Wednesday   19  March  2014,   9.00 – 12.30   and   15.00 – 18.30
Thursday  20  March 2014,   9.00 – 12.30

Brussels

Room  

1. Adoption of draft agenda  (1) PE 530.077
FdR 1023108

2. Approval of minutes of the meeting of:
 20-21 January 2014

PV– PE527.915v02-00
FdR 1020678
+ annexes

3. Chairman's announcements

4. Any other business

_________________________
(1) In accordance with the committee’s decision of 30 September 1997, on the basis of working document PE 
223.544, items in sections B of the draft agenda will not be discussed during the current meeting. However any 
member may ask before the end of the meeting for an item in section B to be moved to section A; it will then be 
automatically included in section A for discussion at a subsequent meeting.
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In the presence of the European Commission

A. Petitions for discussion in committee on the basis of the Commission's written reply
or other documents received

Fundamental rights / Child protection

* UK

5. Petition 1229/2013 by K.Z. (German), on enforcement of a court 
judgement so as to allow him to exercise his visitation rights with 
his child (UK/Malta)
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

6. Petition 1655/2013 by Laila Brice (Latvian) on alleged 
discrimination in the United Kingdom on the grounds of ethnicity, 
religion and language
(in the presence of the petitioner)
and
Petition 1852/2013 by Maija Zargarjana (Latvian) on alleged 
discrimination in the United Kingdom on the grounds of ethnicity, 
religion and language
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

7. Petition 2287/2013 by Ale Ambrasaite (Lithuanian), on alleged 
discrimination by UK authorities on the grounds of ethnicity, 
religion and language and violation of the European Convention 
on Human Rights
and
Petition 2473/2013 by Ale Ambrasaite (Lithuanian) on alleged 
discrimination by UK authorities on the grounds of ethnicity, 
religion and language and violation of the European Convention 
on Human Rights

   sir

8. Petition 2531/2013 by Emma Thomson (British) on alleged 
discrimination by UK authorities on the grounds of a mother's 
disability

   sir

9. Petition 1707/2013 by Sabine Kurjo McNeill (German) 
requesting abolition of adoption without parental consent (UK)
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

* Netherlands

10. Petition 0543/2009 by Kees van Beek (Dutch), on alleged 
disregard for EU legislation by the Dutch Child Protection 
Council and Youth Welfare Office  (Netherlands)

   CM–
   PE 430.515/rev II
   FdR 824551
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11. Petition 0363/2011 by Barbara Anna Blaszak (Polish), on alleged 
arbitrary action and discrimination on the basis of nationality by 
the Dutch child and adolescent welfare service (Netherlands)
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE 473.773/REV
   FdR 1003798

12.Petition 0943/2012 by Jelena Antonova (Latvian), on 
discrimination and alleged violation of free movement of persons
(Netherlands)
(possibly in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE 514,898
   FdR 942931
   LT NL

* France

13. Petition 1390/2012 by Krisztina Orosz (Hungarian) on 
enforcement of court ruling regarding cross-border parental 
responsibility and alleged infringement of her fundamental rights
(France)
(possibly in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE 514.959
   FdR 943053

* Poland

14. Petition 1920/2012 by Anita Kaminska (Polish) on non 
compliance of Poland with Council Regulation (EC) No 
2201/2003 of 27 November 2003 concerning jurisdiction and the 
recognition and enforcement of judgments in matrimonial matters 
and the matters of parental responsibility (Poland/Ireland)

   sir

* Greece

15. Petition 1200/2007 by R.S. (German) concerning paternity rights
(Germany/Greece)

   CM–
   PE PE441.313/REV
   FdR 1021987

* Spain

16. Petition 1013/2012 by Eduardo Raya Retamero (Spanish), on the 
theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case
and
Petition 1201/2012 by Rosalía Gutiérrez Valdivia (Spanish), on 
the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case
and
Petition 1209/2012 by Maria Angustias Rodriguez Fernandez 
(Spanish), bearing 2 signatures, on the theft of newborns at a 
hospital in Spain, and the failure of authorities to properly 
investigate the cases
and
Petition 1323/2012 by Encarnación Murillo López (Spanish), on 

   CM– PE 519.616
   FdR 1004011
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the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case
and
Petition 1368/2012 by Encarnación Moya Gómez (Spanish), on 
the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case
and
Petition 1369/2012 by Ma del Mar Guerrero Arjona (Spanish), on 
the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case
and
Petition 1631/2012 by Maria del Carmen Gómez Heredia 
(Spanish), on the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain and the 
failure of authorities to properly investigate the case
and
Petition 1772/2012 by Ana Peso Haro (Spanish), on the theft of a 
newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of authorities to 
properly investigate the case
and
Petition 1790/2012 by Ascensión Barbero Sánchez (Spanish), on 
the theft of a newborn at a hospital in Spain and the failure of 
authorities to properly investigate the case
(possibly in the presence of petitioners)

   CM– PE 523.150
   FdR 1010220

Environment

17. Petition 1353/2011 by D. D. (Bulgarian), on the construction of a 
landfill site in the Yambol region, Bulgaria
(possibly in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE 498.098/REV
   FdR 938833

18. Petition 0944/2004 by Sheila Ellis (British), on behalf of 
'Residents Against Toxic Site’, bearing 7 signatures, on alleged 
failure of the UK to implement the EU-Directive on the landfill of 
waste
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM–
  PE 367.729/REV. X
   FdR 1010171

19. Petition 1833/2013 by Gisela Urban and Gabriele Menzel 
(German), on behalf of several animal protection associations, 
bearing 7724 signatures, against animal testing and the REACH 
Regulation
(possibly in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

Data Protection

20. Petition 1008/2011 by M. R-W (Lithuanian), on behalf of 
‘Europejska Fundacja Praw Człowieka’ (European Human Rights 
Foundation), on the failure of the Lithuanian authorities to 
comply with Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and 

   CM– PE 504.243
   FdR 925832
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of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the 
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such 
data
(in the presence of the petitioner)

* * *

at  15 h.

Competition

21. Petition 1633/2012 by Mara Bizzotto, Gino Agerde and Rosario 
Boschieri on behalf of the Comitato Libera informazione Radio 
Televisiva (Italian), bearing 11 432 signatures, on the conflict of 
the RAI TV (Italy) licence fee with EU law
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE 519,770/REV
   FdR 1021515

Environment

22. Petition 1845/2013 by Roland Egger (Austrian), on behalf of 
"atomstopp_oberoesterreich", bearing 14658 signatures, on a 
single EU-wide insurance about civil liability arising from 
accidents in nuclear power plants
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

23. Petition 1042/2011 by Reinhard Uhrig (German), on behalf of 
Friends of the Earth Austria, with approximately 98 500 
signatures, on the worldwide phasing out of nuclear energy to be 
commenced immediately
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE 487.868/REV
   FdR 922955

24. Petition 1403/2011 by H .W. F. (German), on expansion of the 
Temelin nuclear power plant in the Czech Republic

   CM– PE 494.746
   FdR 911584

25. Petition 2383/2013 by Heinz Mutzek (Austrian), on behalf of the 
Lessee Association of Hirschstetten (Mieterbeirat Siedlung 
Hirschstetten), on the planned construction of a highway 
expansion in the suburbs of Vienna and its impact on the 
environment and human health
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

26. Petition 0559/2009 by José Vázquez Gómez (Spanish), on behalf 
of the "Asociación movida Pro Parque Tamarguillo", on the 
construction of a motorway link that would damage a park in 
Seville
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE438.300/REV
   FdR 859599
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27. Petition 0971/2013 by Carlos Alonso Cidad (Spanish), on the 
quality of drinking water at the Oiola reservoir in the Basque 
Country
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

from  17h30  to  18h30     (in camera)

28. Coordinators' meeting

* * *

Thursday  20  March  2014   at  9 h.

29. Chairman's announcements concerning Coordinators' 
decisions

Discrimination

30. Petition 1873/2012 by Rolf Weber (German) concerning the 
leasing of land in France to a German farmer and age-based 
discrimination

   CM– PE 527.894
   FdR 1015884

Social Affairs

31. Petition 1273/2010 by Lorenzo Torto (Italian), on the right of 
persons with disabilities to engage in gainful employment
(in the presence of the petitioner)

  CM– PE 464869/REV
   FdR 911519 

32. Petition  267/2012 by József Darányi (Hungarian), on the 
abolition of the early retirement schemes in Hungary
and
Petition  474/2012 by Karoly Katus (Hungarian), on behalf of 
‘Szolgálat és Becsület Érdekvédelmi Mozgalom’ (Advocacy 
Movement for Service and Honour), bearing 1 860 signatures, on 
the abolishment of early retirement schemes in Hungary
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE 506.254
   FdR 929917
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and
Petition  479/2012by L.G.T. (Hungarian), on the abolishment of 
early retirement schemes in Hungary
and
Petition  483/2012 by Attila Fazekas (Hungarian), on the abolition 
of early retirement schemes in Hungary
and
Petition  625/2012 by Csaba Nyakó (Hungarian), concerning the 
abolition of early retirement schemes in Hungary
and
Petition 762/2012 by Florian Koczka (Hungarian), on 
abolishment of early retirement schemes in Hungary
and
Petition 1144/2012 by István Balogh, (Hungarian) concerning the 
elimination of early retirement arrangements in Hungary
and
Petition  1261/2012 by László Kuti (Hungarian), on behalf of 
'KNOE' on the abolition of the early retirement schemes in 
Hungary
(in the presence of the petitioner)
and
Petition 0477/2013 by E.S.F. (Hungarian), on the abolition of 
early retirement schemes in Hungary

  
sir

European Funds

33. Petition 2761/2013 by Marek Suski and Wojciech Surkiewicz 
(Poland), bearing approximately 10 000 signatures, on 
distribution of European funds in the Mazowieckie Voivodship (a 
region of Poland)
(possibly in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

Economic and Monetary Affairs

34. Petition 1480/2012 by O. K. H. K. (German), concerning 
compulsory reduction in the value of Greek Government loan 
stock held by small investors
( !!! POSTPONED  to the 1 April meeting  !!! )

   sir

Environment

35. Petition 0172/2013 by Eduard Rabal Vidal (Spanish), on the 
renewable energy sector in Spain
and
Petition 0430/2013 by Jorge Barredo (Spanish), on behalf of 
Unión Española Fotovoltaica, bearing 14 signatures, on the 
framework for renewable energy sources in Spain
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

   sir
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and
Petition 0709/2013 by Miguel Ruperez Marco and Elena 
Caminero Muñoz (Spanish) on behalf of Dulcinea Solar 61 and 
62, bearing 2 signatures, on the framework for renewable energy 
sources in Spain
and
Petition 1481/2013 by Piet Holtrop (Spain), on actions of the 
Spanish government contrary to the aims of the Directive 
2009/28/EC in the field of renewable energy
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   sir

   sir

36. Petition 1331/2012 by Roberto Albanese (Italian) on the crisis in 
the solar energy sector in Italy
(in the presence of the petitioner)

   CM– PE 529.912
   FdR 1022157

37. Petition 1160/2009 by Werner Sandig (German), on the erection 
of two windmill parks in the Czech border region Ústí nad Labem 
and the associated harmful environmental effects on the nearby 
German nature areas
and
Petition 1246/2010 by Thomas Kirsten (German), on behalf of the 
local council in the town of Altenberg in south-east Germany, on 
contravention of EU environment legislation in connection with 
the construction of a windmill park in the adjacent Czech border 
region
and
Petition 1501/2010 by Frank Legler (German), on behalf of 
'Erzgebirgezweigverein Geising’, bearing some 350 signatures, on 
breach of EU environmental legislation in connection with the 
construction of a wind farm in the neighbouring Czech border 
region

   CM–
  PE 441.094/REV. II
   FdR 1010178

38. Petition  1008/2010 by Peter Kranz (German), on a popular 
protest against a projected wind farm in Wolfhagen/Hessen

   CM– PE462.668/REV
   FdR 887594

39. Petition 1555/2012 by Helmut Wolfram (German), supported by 
1 co-signatory, on behalf of the residents of the Kleedorf district 
in Bad Brambach, on the erection of wind turbines near a German 
residential area on the border with the Czech Republic

   CM– PE 524,845
   FdR 1012874

40. Petition 0757/2010 by Hartmut Tannenberger (German), bearing 
some 11 000 signatures, on air pollution in the Erzgebirge area on 
the border between Germany and the Czech Republic

   CM– PE 462.653/REV
   FdR 882137

* * * * *
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B. Petitions which it is proposed to close in the light of the Commission's written reply
or other documents received

41. Petition 0385/2008 by Anna Schnackers (Dutch), concerning the 
Europe-wide recognition of a disabled person's identity card

   CM– PE 415,116/REV
   FdR 1017782

42. Petition 0971/2009.by Angela and William Flanagan (British), on
health hazards arising from a defective sewerage system and the 
refusal of the authorities to take action

   CM–
   PE 441,089/REV. III
   FdR 1017783

43. Petition 0372/2011 by S.M. (German), on differences between 
France and Germany in the recognition of specialist medical 
qualifications

   CM– PE 475,884/REV
   FdR 1015815

44. Petition 0567/2011 by Fabio Albanese (Italian), on the refusal of 
the Italian Ministry of Education to certify the conformity of the 
‘Diploma di maturità magistrale’ (secondary school teacher 
training certificate) with Directive 2005/36/EC

   CM– PE 519,572/REV
   FdR 1017788

45. Petition 0744/2011 by Maria Antónia Busto Ortiz (Spanish), on 
the dumping of carcinogenic metals which have been left on her 
country property

   CM– PE 508.083/REV
   FdR 1012842

46. Petition 0075/2012 by by B.H. (Hungarian), on the conditions for 
university studies in Hungary

   CM– PE 523.126
   FdR 1010191

47. Petition 0218/2012 by Eva Bencze (Italian), on the recognition of 
Romanian vocational qualifications in Italy

   CM–
   PE 498,102/REV. II
   FdR 1017802

48. Petition 0325/2012 by Wolfgang Semrad (Austrian), on the 
Working Time Directive

   CM– PE 528,125
   FdR 1017831

49. Petition 0624/2012 by Kumar Sreeram (Indian), on recognition of 
qualifications as a dentist

   CM– PE 504.259/REV
   FdR 1010195

50. Petition 0663/2012 by Beniamino Sandrini (Italian) on access to 
documents in the context of the establishment of a landfill in 
Verona province

   CM–
   PE 504,261/REV. II
   FdR 1017803

51. Petition 0755/2012 by L.M. (Hungarian) concerning 
shortcomings of the legal system in Hungary

   CM– PE 504,268/REV
   FdR 1017805
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52. Petition 0757/2012 by Andrzej Stepniewski (Polish), on 
amending the procedure for submitting complaints to the 
Commission about failure to comply with EU law

   CM– PE 528,126
   FdR 1017832

53. Petition 0904/2012 by Guiso Gavino (Italian), on the construction 
of a new incinerator at the waste treatment site in 
Macomer/Tossilo, Sardinia (Italy).

   CM–
   PE 506,289/REV. II
   FdR 1017806

54. Petition 0962/2012 by Santo Grammatico (Italian), on behalf of 
Legambiente, on mining in the Monte Parodi limestone quarry, 
municipality of Ricco' del Golfo (La Spezia - Liguria)

   CM–
   PE 506,299/REV. II
   FdR 1015822

55. Petition 1008/2012 by Cecilia Sanna (Italian) concerning 
recognition of medical certificates

   CM– PE 528,127
   FdR 1017833

56. Petition 1208/2012 by Mihai Jurcau (Romanian) on the 
functioning of the legal system in Romania

   CM– PE 528,128
   FdR 1017834

57. Petition 1251/2012 by the ‘Occupy for Animals’ non-profit 
association (Luxembourg) on mistreatment of stray animals

   CM– PE 508,162/REV
   FdR 1017808

58. Petition 1252/2012 by Gregory Barton (British), on alleged 
difficulties in obtaining a visa for his wife, who has Thai 
nationality, at the French consulate in Bangkok (Thailand)

   CM– PE 514,949/REV
   FdR 1015823

59. Petition 1356/2012 by Matías Alonso Blasco (Spanish), on the 
many cases of forced disappearances left unresolved in Spain

   CM– PE 527,878
   FdR 1015863

60. Petition 1481/2012 by Susanne Anzengruber  (German), on dog 
fighting in Europe

   CM– PE 519,651/REV
   FdR 1017809

61. Petition 1533/2012, by Monika Pape (German), on flooding in her 
home as a result of drainage problems

   CM– PE 527,882
   FdR 1015868

62. Petition 1696/2012 by I.M.  (Polish), on incorrect practices of the 
Dutch employment agency

   CM– PE 527,886
   FdR 1015873

63. Petition 1807/2012 by Dino Guido Rinoldi and Bisio Alessandra, 
Fabrizio Baldizzone (Italian), on behalf of the LETA Association, 
on the abuse of trademarks in the internal market

   CM– PE 527,890
   FdR 1015879
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64. Petition 1813/12 by Krisztian Pifko (Hungarian), bearing 2857 
online signatures, on restoration of the free trade of electronic 
cigarette liquids in HU

   CM– PE 527,891
  FdR 1015881

65. Petition 1825/2012 by João Paulo Gomes Baptista (Portuguese), 
on recent changes in local authority boundaries in Portugal

   CM– PE 527,892
   FdR 1015882

66. Petition 1838/2012 by Ramona Riscau (Romanian), on funding 
for eligible projects under the EAFRD (measure 141) in Romania

   CM– PE 524.854
   FdR 1012885

67. Petition 1868/2012 by Cătălin Bizgan (Romanian) concerning tax 
on pollutant emissions from vehicles in Romania

   CM– PE 524.855
   FdR 1012886

68. Petition 1896/2012 by Calin Carmen Elena (Romanian), on 
Recognitions of diplomas in the EU

   CM–
   PE 527,895
  FdR 1015885

69. Petition 1936/2012 by L.S. (Irish) on alleged failure by Hungary 
to comply with EU legislation on the execution of judicial 
decisions in the field of parental responsibility in a crossborder 
context

  CM– PE 527,896
   FdR 1015886

70. Petition 1943/2012 by Aferdita Hasandocaj (Italian) on the 
economic crisis in Italy

   CM– PE 528,123
   FdR 1017829

71. Petition 1952/2012 by G.A. (British), on Appointment of a Fiscal 
representative in Portugal

   CM– PE 527,899
   FdR 1015890

72. Petition 0001/2013 by Lorenz H. Becker (German) on different 
legal regulations on bankruptcy in the EU

   CM– PE 528,124
   FdR 1017830

73. Petition 0006/2013 by Mohamed Musa Gbondo Sama (German) 
on alleged unequal treatment by German authorities in connection 
with a visa application

   CM– PE 528,169
   FdR 1018328

74. Petition 0018/2013 by Lodovico Pizzati (Italian), bearing 30 000 
signatures, on recognition by the European Union of a possible 
referendum on the independence of the Veneto region as an 
independent State in Europe

   CM– PE 528,172
   FdR 1018331
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75. Petition 0020/2013 by Lea Ruth Ziebold (German) on the 
demolition of protected buildings in Segovia, Avila and 
Salamanca in Spain

   CM– PE 527,901
   FdR 1015892

76. Petition 0022/2013 by by L.C. (Italian), on environmental 
pollution caused by the biogas plant in Castiglion Fibocchi 
(Arezzo – Italy)

   CM– PE 528,173
   FdR 1018333

77. Petition 0041/2013 by Jos Eisberg (German) on the approval of 
stevia

   CM– PE 527,902
   FdR 1015893

78. Petition 0048/2013 by Norbert Claus (German) on driver training    CM– PE 527,903
   FdR 1015895

79. Petition 0068/2013 by Holger Bauermeister (German), on 
Directive 78/660/EEC on the annual accounts of certain types of 
companies

   CM– PE 527,904
   FdR 1015897

80. Petition 0073/2013 by Christos Vlachojannis and Jannis 
Leventakis (Greek), bearing 3 400 signatures, on the public health 
situation on the Greek islands of Paros and Antiparos

   CM– PE 527,905
   FdR 1015898

81. Petition 0075/2013 by Nutan Sampat (German), on the new 
medicinal products regulation

   CM– PE 524.864
   FdR 1012896

82. Petition 0086/2013 by Petr Kohout (Czech), on Stop to 
dependence, stop to gambling

   CM– PE 528,178
   FdR 1018338

83. Petition 0095/2013 by Jürgen Engert (German), on paying 
parking charges in Amsterdam and Rotterdam

   CM– PE 528,179
   FdR 1018339

84. Petition 0112/2013 by Marta Mariani (Italian), on Chartres 
Cathedral

   CM– PE 528,181
   FdR 1018341

85. Petition 0177/2013 by Andrea Dimitri (Italian), on the recognition 
of professional qualifications in Spain

   CM– PE 528,184
   FdR 1018344

o O o

86. Date and place of next meeting
   1.04.2014, ,  9.00 – 12.30   and   15.00 – 18.30


